Factors influencing uncertainty in measurement of electric fields close to the body in personal RF dosimetry.
This paper provides an insight into factors that can influence uncertainty in measurements at 900 MHz of electric fields close to the body for use in personal dosimetry. Computational simulations using the finite difference time domain method were used to determine the total electric field near the surface of the torso of heterogeneous (adult and child) human body models for a set of exposure scenarios that simulated both spatially constant and randomly varying incident fields. Modelling has shown that a properly responding isotropic electric field dosemeter mounted between 10 and 50 mm of the torso will on average underestimate the incident field strength by up to 6.45 dB. In the worst case (i.e. spatially constant field), the standard deviation or uncertainty reached 6.42 dB. Uncertainty was reduced to <2.17 dB by combining the simultaneous outputs of a pair of body-worn dosemeters (mounted front and rear of torso).